International Education Week is coordinated by Dr. Carl Hefner hefner@hawaii.edu 734-9438 Mahalo to the Associated Students of KCC (ASKCC)

Mon, Nov 17
12:15-1:30 PM Great Lawn BUMIREE CHINOLINE-TRADITIONAL SPORT OF BUMIREE Chinoline is played with a ball woven of rattan and a combination of sport, dance, and elegant movement. Organized by students of Aisan 100.

1:00-3:30 PM ‘Ohia’s Cafeteria INSPIRATIONAL PEOPLE Poster sessions by ESOL 197 students from China, Japan, Korea, and Taiwan/the Marshall Islands. Illustrate how inspirational African Americans, women, and people with disabilities have taken part in the struggle for equality and are leading inspiriting lives today. Coordinated by Jody Yamamoto.

1:45-3:00 PM Olona 208 CULTURE AND PERSONALITY Speaker-Jeffrey Nathan, PhD, will present ideas related to how culture affects one’s personality, and if different cultures create unique personalities.

International Cafe: The motto of International Cafe, KCC’s intercultural service learning pathway is “Action with Compassion.” Students focus on sustainability by sharing products made from recycled materials. Funds raised will be used to support FOODBANK, Next Step Homeless Transition Shelter, and senior residents of Leahi Hospital.

9:30-11:00 AM ‘Ohia’s Cafeteria INSPIRATIONAL PEOPLE Poster sessions by ESOL 197 students from China, Japan, Korea illustrate how inspirational African Americans, women, and people with disabilities have taken part in the struggle for equality and are leading inspiriting lives today. Coordinated by Jody Yamamoto.

11:00-12:00 PM INTERNATIONAL MUSIC ‘Ohia’s Cafeteria KCC-Synthesizer Ensemble directed by Ms. Anne Craig Lum will perform music from Japan, Korea, the Philippines and Hawaii on keyboards, ukulele, flute and percussion instruments.

12:15-1:30 PM Olona 201 STUDY ABROAD AS A MEANS TO DISPERSING AN INTERNATIONAL MIND Guest speaker Dr. Reed Dasenbrock, UHMC Vice Chancellor of Academic Affairs. His work is interdisciplinary, drawing on art history, comparative literature, analytic philosophy, and most recently on the use of mathematical and scientific concepts in literature. He is the author, editor, or co-editor of eight books, nearly 100 scholarly articles or chapters in books, and nearly 100 book reviews.

10:00-2:00 PM INTERNATIONAL CLUB Join students from KCC’s International Club (i-Club) for a refreshing taste of Hong Kong Bubble Tea sponsored by Honolulu’s Taste of Tea.

11:00-2:00 PM INTERNATIONAL BOARD AND CARD GAMES Play board and card games from around the world! Experience different cultures through traditional and popular games such as crokinole, konane, loteria, mahjong, mille bornes, senet, bididdlywinks, and yut nori. Make and keep pins using international symbols, cultural icons and phrases in different languages. Presented by the Lama Library.

Wed, Nov 19
9:00-2:00 PM HONOLULU PASSPORT AGENCY ‘Ohia’s Foyer Representatives of the Honolulu Passport Agency will be here to provide information on obtaining a US Passport.

10:00-10:30 AM ‘Ohia’s Cafeteria PAMANA RONDALYA ENSEMBLE Pamana is Tagalog for “heritage.” Rondalya is comprised of a vocalist, bandurí, octavina, ukulele, guitar, and balda de uñas. The ensemble currently focuses on exploring traditional Philippine musical forms such as Kundiman (Tagalog love-song).

10:00-2:00 PM INTERNATIONAL CLUB ‘Ohia’s Cafeteria Students from an international service learning pathway will present a refreshing taste of Hong Kong Bubble Tea sponsored by Honolulu’s Taste of Tea.

11:00-2:00 PM ‘Ohia’s Cafeteria WA KEI SEI JAKU Harmony, Respect, Purity, Tranquility, as a guest speaker for this event, will share some of the foundation of traditional Japanese culture and language. Students of Japanese 290, Japanese Language and Culture: Writing for an Afghan NGO – and served as director of the Transition Shelter, and senior residents of Leahi Hospital.

12:00-2:00 PM FOOD IS LOVE: COOKING DEMO ‘Ohia’s Cafeteria Ms. Yoshiko Hondo, “Celebrity Chef” from Tokyo, Japan, studied in NY learning about many different styles of cooking. She worked as the chef at the Hudson River Club and Nevada Executive Dining, among others in NYC and LA. She now teaches cooking and runs a renowned catering business with entertainment industry clients. She has been exploring more meaningful ways to prepare and serve food as a means of healing. Such as preparing dinners for cancer patients and families. Sponsored by Mr. Ichizo Kobayashi, owner of Nikan Sun Daily Newspaper.

12:00-2:00 PM ‘Ohia’s Cafeteria INTERNATIONAL SCIENCE Science, Technology, Mathematical and scientific concepts in literature. He is the author, editor, or co-editor of eight books, nearly 100 scholarly articles or chapters in books, and nearly 100 book reviews.

Thurs, Nov 20
10:00-10:30 AM ‘Ohia’s Cafeteria MALINANGUN UNI KULINTANG ENSEMBLE Malinanung Uni means “Beautiful Sound,” and comes from two Maguindanaoan words malinan, meaning “gentle” or “beautiful,” and uni, meaning “sound” or “seed.” Playing instruments such as the kulintang, dабакаn, babandir, agung, and gandingan come over to hear the beautiful music of the Philippines.

10:00-10:30 AM ‘Ohia’s Cafeteria THE RICH TRADITION OF SEVILLANAS Enjoy Sevillanas folk dance with KCC students of Spanish. Then listen to guitar and voice accompanied by Spanish language students singing Manu Chao’s song “Me Gustas Tu”.

11:00-1:00 PM ‘Ohia’s Foyer ETHNOMUSICOLOGY: A GLIMPSE INTO WORLD MUSIC Come and try out the Indonesian angklung, a bamboo instrument which has a beautifully resonant pitch. Presented by Beryl Yang and the students of MUSIC 107.

11:00-2:00 PM INTERNATIONAL BOARD AND CARD GAMES Play board and card games from around the world! Experience different cultures through traditional and popular games such as crokinole, konane, loteria, mahjong, mille bornes, senet, bididdlywinks, and yut nori. Make and keep pins using international symbols, cultural icons and phrases in different languages. Presented by the Lama Library.

11:00-2:00 PM ‘Ohia’s Cafeteria INTERNATIONAL SCIENCE Science, Technology, Engineering, & Mathematics (STEM) Program students will present their summer 2014 research in Costa Rica and New Guinea. Students will share empirical investigations and cultural experiences, including great photos! STEM Fair to follow.